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1. Introduction

The fifth generation (5G) of mobile communications has been thought to support one of the widest increase in data rate in telecom history [1], namely the incoming internet of things (IoT) and its underlying galaxy of connected devices. These non-human users, or let say machines, are expected to constitute the major part of the data exchanges within the 2020 decade [2], and the current network architecture is not capable to satisfy such a high demand. One of the reasons is that usual frequency bands are already fully occupied in many countries and the natural solution to solve this is to look toward the next available bands: mm-wave frequencies ([3,4]). The benefits are obvious since there is tens of times more available spectrum than in the traditional sub-6 GHz frequency range. However, the shorter range of mm-wave, despite allowing massive paralleling and optimized spatial efficiency [5,6], sets always more stringent constraints in terms of consumption, compactness and costs [7]. This statement emphasizes the limits of the current widespread digital radio-over-fiber (DRoF) architecture and especially its lack of scalability toward the increasing number of cells [8]. Therefore the hardware implementation of the fronthaul network has to be re-thought, leading to a progressive shift from digital to analog radio-over-fiber (ARoF) [9–11].

The utilization of ARoF supports the need for highly scalable low-complexity mm-wave cells, which number will rise substantially due to their short range (<200 m), resulting in network densification. While allowing few technologies to be more efficient, as for instance spatial division multiplexing (SDM) and phase array antennas (PAA), ARoF is able to handle with both the need for simple and compact remote units (RU) and a more complex analog processing [12]. It relies on the centralization of all the processing in the central office (CO), including digital-to-analog (DAC) conversion, in order to feed mm-waves cells with a “ready-to-emit” signal. The cornerstone of this architecture is actually to replace a mm-wave RF source at the RU by a remote-fed optical local oscillator (LO) that can be sent through the optical distribution network (ODN) together with the processed data.

Yet, mm-wave optical LO generation is challenging because the RF emitted signal results from the beating of two optical tones, which usually results in a rather low purity RF carrier compared to electronic sources. A diversity of methods already exist to deal with optically
assisted mm-wave generation, among which self-heterodyne solutions are very common, as for instance suppressed-carrier Mach–Zehnder modulators (SC-MZMs) [13,14], mode-lock lasers (MLLs) or various other frequency combs [15]. As these methods generate intrinsically multiple optical carriers they require also amplifiers as well as filters to get rid of unwanted harmonics. On the other hand, purely heterodyne methods utilize optical tones from different lasers, generally implying to tackle with phase noise issues [16,17]. However, recent progress in the field of integrated semiconductor lasers (SCLs) shows very promising results, allowing fabricating compact high-power low-linewidth sources [18,19]. Another well-known heterodyne approach is to make two sources artificially coherent through the use of an optical phase lock loop (OPLL) [20–25]. This method is derived from SCL frequency stabilization mechanisms and benefits from a high available optical power, even though it is very dependent from feedback electronics and exhibits generally higher phase noise than self-heterodyne techniques.

Moreover, the 5G adopted standard being OFDM, phase noise of the mm-wave carrier becomes an even more stringent requirement to maintain orthogonality between subcarriers [26,27]. To solve this, two approaches are to be considered: the development of lower phase noise sources and the improvement of transmission robustness by the mean of compensation methods. In the latter, OFDM properties are combined with numerical algorithms to recover data even with high carrier phase noise. By mitigating the impact of optical coherence these algorithms are a path to relax the constraints on sources purity [28], allowing a widespread use of cheap and common laser sources in OFDM mm-wave transmissions. In particular this can be used to make OPLLS a better candidate for the generation of remote-fed optical LOs and it represents a very promising and viable method for the new 5G ARoF fronthaul.

In this manuscript we first present in Section 2 an OPLL implementation that allows generating high-power locked optical tones for mm-wave carriers with offset frequencies up to 25 GHz (K-band) based on commercially available solutions. We also discuss the interest of using an OPLL compared to other methods, based on their respective phase noise performances. Section 3 will be dedicated to the description of a new phase noise compensation algorithm aimed to reduce the impact of phase noise over OFDM and complex data formats. Moreover, the proposed algorithm will be compared with a more traditional method for compensating the phase noise. Then, in Section 4, we apply algorithms depicted in Section 3 to the OPLL of Section 2 in order to evaluate how much of the intrinsic OPLL phase noise can be mitigated in the scope of a mm-wave transmission in the K-band. Finally, Section 5 will provide some remarks as well as perspectives toward future work.

2. Optical phase lock loop

The OPLL implemented in this work has been previously used in another transmission experiment [8], including multi-core fiber and free space transmission with real-time processing. However, results have shown that it was not suitable in that case, the OPLL phase noise being still too high for real-time processing. The main goal of this work is then to demonstrate that a dedicated digital signal processing (DSP) can circumvent this issue and make the OPLL suitable for 5G fronthaul. In this section, we will first describe the experimental implementation of our OPLL based on commercially available bulk components and working in the K-band carrier frequencies. Then, an evaluation of the phase noise performance of the loop is carried out to quantify accurately the amount of noise that has to be overcome by the mitigation algorithms. It is also compared with phase noise in several mm-wave optically assisted generation methods and a discussion on the interest of using an OPLL for OFDM transmission in ARoF is carried out.

2.1. OPLL setup

In its electrical version, the phase lock loop (PLL) [29] has become a widespread technique to deal with clock signals synchronization, frequency up-conversion and demodulation. The OPLL is no more than the optical equivalent and is aimed to compensate the phase noise difference between two laser sources. The resulting beating of both sources is then apparently “free” from phase noise since the sources are made artificially coherent within the operating bandwidth (BW) of the loop.

The overall setup is described in Fig. 1 and is aimed to up-convert an OFDM signal from baseband (BB) to mm-wave n258 band, centered at 25 GHz. It is built using two commercial 1.55 μm distributed feedback (DFB) lasers manufactured by Gooch & Housego (100 kHz linewidth, up to 100 mW optical power). These DFB lasers are butterfly-packaged and driven using low-noise current sources commercially available from Koheron. The main assets of the current drivers are their relatively small footprint (7.5 × 8.5 cm²), which limits the loop propagation delay, and their modulation entry allowing a dynamic frequency tuning up to 10 kHz. DFB lasers are thermally tuned so that their frequency offset matches the desired mm-wave carrier frequency and their optical signals are mixed using fiber couplers. In order to minimize propagation delay within the feedback loop, these couplers have been shortened down to ≈20 cm each (including coupler itself, fibers and pigtailed). A 2 × 2 coupler operates the mixing and ensures both tones are in quadrature while a 99/1 coupler is used to extract a small portion of the optical power to operate the feedback. This setup provides two
equivalent outputs that can be used independently. In Section 4 for instance one will feed the transmission experiment while the other will monitor the locking. The 1% output serves as error signal and is sent on a high-speed photodiode (PD), followed by a low-noise amplifier (LNA) and a wide-band mixer which role is to down-convert the error signal to baseband. Finally, the error signal is fed through a single-amp proportional integral (PI) corrector and applied to the modulation entry signal to baseband. Finally, the error signal is fed through a single-amp (LNA) and a wide-band mixer which role is to down-convert the error signal on a high-speed photodiode (PD), followed by a low-noise amplifier. The 1% output serves as error signal and is sent to the locking. The 1% output serves as error signal and is sent to the locking.

The operating range of the OPLL is dependent from each component BW and in particular PD, LNA and mixer. In the current implementation the locking has been demonstrated from 17GHz to 26GHz, which are the lower BW of the LNA and the upper BW of the PD, respectively.

Finally, the OPLL implemented here is perfectly stable over long times which makes it proper to transmission experiments and phase noise measurements, especially in the region close to carrier frequency (here down to 100Hz). Such a measurement is done using an electrical signal source analyzer (Keysight E5052B, equipped with its 26GHz down-converter) fed with one of the OPLL outputs through a high-speed PD. We present in Fig. 2 measurements of the locked OPLL phase noise for various loop gains, leading to a set of OPLL BW ranging from 400kHz to 1MHz. The optical phase noise of the free running beating tone of the lasers is also shown (dot curve) and thus one can observe that the OPLL suppresses a high amount a phase noise (gray area) compared to the free-running operation. The peak in the phase noise located around 20kHz offset frequency is an electronic noise coming from the driving circuitry. The equation giving the locked phase noise of the beating shown in Fig. 2 is the following [36]:

$$S_{\phi_{PLL}}(\nu) = (S_{\phi_{m}}(\nu) + S_{\phi_{s}}(\nu)) \cdot |1 - H(2i\pi\nu)|^2 + S_{\phi_{RF}}(\nu) \cdot |H(2i\pi\nu)|^2$$

with indexes $m$ and $s$ referring to master and slave respectively, $H$ being the closed loop transfer function and $S_{\phi_{RF}}$ the phase noise of the RF source. The effect of an increasing open loop gain (equivalent to $H \rightarrow 1$) on the phase noise of the beating is clearly shown in Eq. (1) and Fig. 2: the higher the gain the lower the optical phase noise of the beating, especially at low offset frequencies. The counterpart is that the OPLL is pushed toward its stability limit, resulting in the appearance of a peak in the phase noise. This defines the actual BW of the loop, i.e. the offset frequency at which the open loop transfer function becomes lower than unity. Above this particular frequency the beating tone phase noise progressively tends toward the free-running phase noise. That peak appears to be problematic because its contribution to the total phase error variance of the beating is high. Indeed, the single
sideband (SSB) phase error variance is related to the phase noise power spectral density (PSD) by the following relation [37]:

\[ \sigma^2_{\phi} = \int_0^{\infty} S_p(v) dv \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Since optical phase noise tends toward zero at high frequencies from the carrier, then Eq. (2) implies that phase error variance tends asymptotically toward a finite value, which is mostly imposed by the peak located around the loop BW in our case (see Fig. 2 brown curve asymptotically toward a finite value, which is mostly imposed by the from the carrier, then Eq. (2) implies that phase error variance tends to zero). Some phase error variance values for different OPLL BW are given in Table 1 (integrated from 1kHz to 10MHz), from which we can see that \( \sigma^2_{\phi} \) is more than doubled when in stability limit compared to great stability/low BW. Yet it has to be compared to the free running phase error variance which is \( 1.77 \times 10^5 \mathrm{rad}^2 \) (from the dot curve of Fig. 2), proving that the OPLL method can considerably reduce the phase noise of an heterodyne beating even for high phase noise lasers.

### 2.3. Performance comparison with other optical two-tone generation techniques

To give an interpretation of our OPLL performances described in the previous subsection we have to remind that our aim is to mitigate an heterodyne optical beating tone phase noise using specific algorithms. This approach can also be applied to a completely free running lasers beating. In our case, and presumably using any semiconductor lasers with higher linewidths, this will lead to a beating phase noise much too high to be mitigated by our algorithms.

One of the reasons is linked to the low offset frequency part of the phase noise (\(< 1 \mathrm{kHz})\), which actually describes the slow frequency drift of the beating tone and has to be kept low to satisfy the 5G standard [38]. For the sake of comparison, we measured the free beating tone of very pure fiber lasers (NKT photonics E15, \(< 10 \mathrm{Hz} \) linewidth) over the same offset frequency range (100Hz to 10MHz) and found 14 rad\(^2\), namely one to two orders of magnitude higher than levels showed in Table 1. The main contribution to this value is located at few hundreds Hz offset frequency and below. The advantage of the OPLL regarding this point is that it cancels the lower part of the free running phase noise, getting rid of the slow frequency drifts. Ultimately, the OPLL phase noise is limited by the purity of the RF source used to down-convert the error signal within the loop (Eq. (1)). This basically means that slow variations of the locked optical beating reproduce those of the RF source, which is extremely stable over time. A comparison of performances, advantages and drawbacks of some mm-wave generation methods are listed in Table 2.

The other main reason is more obvious and is linked to phase noise for offset frequencies above 1kHz: these variations are fast enough to make the phase fluctuate within the duration of one OFDM symbol, which can severely impact the transmission. That is why the phase error variance, and consequently the phase noise of the laser sources, is critical for data transmission with analog modulation formats like QAM because the information is partially encoded into the phase of the transmitted signal. As a consequence a high carrier phase noise can lead to wrong interpretation of a transmitted bit, with high order modulation being even more sensitive. In addition to this, the OFDM method relies on the orthogonality between subcarriers which condition is also dependent on phase noise in order to be kept valid. Usually it is considered that a \( 10^6 \) standard deviation (0.03 rad\(^2\)) over a frequency range from 1kHz to 1GHz is a reasonable target [24], which is one order of magnitude below the best performance of our implementation. To face this, self-heterodyne methods like external modulation by using MZMs are interesting because they will reproduce not only slow phase variations but the whole phase noise spectrum of the RF source. This will lead to an overall much better phase noise performance though it is still limited in terms of architecture complexity. For instance it is heavily dependent on optical filtering and amplifiers, as well as equalizing optical paths to keep optical coherence. These aspects are also included in Table 2.

Taking into account all points listed in the Table 2 we considered that using a self-heterodyne method, even though it gives better phase noise, requires too many elements and is a less flexible approach for 5G fronthaul. On the contrary, free beating is the simplest solution but still suffers from phase noise issues at frequencies close to the carrier, even for low linewidth lasers. Our approach, using an OPLL, is to benefit from both methods to get a highly stable beating combined with great flexibility and high available power. The choice of DFB laser diodes is driven by the will to use commercial low cost and small footprint components at the expense of the phase noise, which has then to be mitigated to lower its impact on the OFDM transmitted signal. This will be done using compensation algorithms, which are described in the next section.

### 3. Phase noise compensation methods

Phase noise compensation has already been performed in optical coherent systems [39,40]. Nonetheless, in the research literature of optical communications, single-carrier (SC) modulation formats are mainly utilized. The signal degradation induced by the phase noise in SC modulation formats is less than in multi-carrier (MC) signals such as OFDM. This is because the symbol duration of SC modulation formats is typically shorter than in the OFDM scenario. Moreover, OFDM signals suffer from severe impairments due to phase noise. As high phase noise levels are associated with optically assisted mm-wave generation, it is then one of the major performance limiting factors for using this method within OFDM systems. Thus compensation techniques are more complex in mm-wave OFDM scenarios. The works of [41–43] are examples of OFDM transmission over a mm-wave AROF setup. However, in these works, the employed subcarrier spacing of the transmitted OFDM signal is larger than in the 5G numerology, lowering phase noise impact. The investigation carried out in [44] aims to bring experimental assessments on the transmission of OFDM signals with 5G numerology over a mm-wave AROF setup under different phase noise levels. To go further, the work we present here is, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the first experimental demonstration of OFDM signal transmission with 5G numerologies over a mm-wave AROF setup based on OPLL two-tone generation. Since phase noise is the main impairment due to the use of 5G numerologies and OPLL configuration, the utilization of DSP algorithms to compensate for the phase noise is essential for proper communication performance.

This section explains the fundamentals of the used methods to compensate the phase noise produced by the aforementioned OPLL implementation. In particular, two digital signal processing methods are utilized: RF-pilot assisted method and a novel algorithm named hybrid scattered pilots with decision feedback (SPDF). In this section,
we describe these two methods, while in next section we will compare their performances using the OPLL transmission setup.

The RF-pilot assisted method relies on using the carrier associated with the modulated signal to compensate for the phase noise at the receiver side. It can be applied to any modulation format and is also used for instance in [45]. However, the RF-pilot assisted method introduces an additional process in the intermediate frequency (IF) domain, increasing the complexity of the system because a higher number of samples are processed in this domain, with respect to BB domain. Furthermore, the RF-pilot assisted method requires to transmit the RF tone through the transmission channel, reducing the available bandwidth, which is already highly limited in wireless scenarios. Moreover, transmitting the RF tone reference throughout the communication system increases the overall power of the transmitted signal, which reduces the power level of the data signal at the output of devices such as RF amplifiers and RF mixers. For proper extraction of the phase noise by using the RF-pilot assisted method, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) level of the received RF reference carrier must be sufficiently high. Therefore, there is a trade-off between SNR of the received data signal and phase noise compensation efficiency of the RF-pilot assisted method.

For a mm-wave mobile scenario, the RF reference carrier is needed to be sent through wireless channel if applying the RF-pilot assisted method. This fact implies a reduction of the spectrum efficiency, which is quite important in wireless communications. Another drawback of the RF-pilot assisted method is that it operates in the IF domain, increasing the sampling rate requirements in the case of a DSP implementation. Besides, low received power is one of the major limitations in mm-wave wireless. Thereby, all the mentioned drawbacks related to the RF-pilot assisted method make baseband DSP algorithms for phase noise compensation a more suitable option for mm-wave wireless systems, as it does not require any RF tone reference.

As a parallel solution, we present a hybrid SPDF algorithm that operates only at baseband and do not require an RF reference carrier, being more well-suited for mm-wave wireless communications than the aforementioned RF-pilot assisted method. Furthermore, DSP in the IF domain is not needed and analog-to-digital converters (ADC) with lower sampling frequency can be used. However, this hybrid SPDF can only be applied to OFDM signals, combining two strategies to estimate the phase noise [46]: a coarse initial phase noise estimation is performed using the scattered pilots of the OFDM signal and, then, a fine phase noise estimation is achieved by applying decision feedback in the received OFDM signal. By targeting a determined error vector magnitude (EVM) output value, this decision feedback method is more flexible in terms of complexity to mitigate the phase noise than the scattered pilots method because it can be iteratively performed in a loop [44,46]. Therefore, once the EVM target value is reached, the loop procedure can be finalized. The employed strategy of the decision feedback methods is based on recovering the time-domain transmitted signal to estimate the phase noise. Nevertheless, iterative decision feedback methods often suffer from convergence issues because its performance is intrinsically related to the initial bit error rate (BER) of the received signal. In the other hand, scattered pilots algorithms are more robust since they do not depend on the received BER. Therefore, a scattered pilots method can be performed before a decision feedback method to combine the benefits of both strategies: robustness, accuracy, and flexibility in the phase noise estimation. These are the reasons why hybrid SPDF is proposed as a suitable solution to compensate the inherent high phase noise of mm-wave OPLL systems for an OFDM communication.

In our implementation, the unconstrained least-squares (ULS) approach is the chosen scattered pilot method to obtain an initial phase noise estimation by using the discrete cosine transform (DCT) [47]. Yet, there exists other scattered pilot algorithms that could have also been implemented in our hybrid SPDF [46]. Concerning the decision feedback method, some previous work on the topic [44] will be adapted and can prove to be very effective here because it synergizes well with the OPLL dynamic behavior by the mean of an adaptive low-pass filter (LPF).

Fig. 3 shows the DSP receiver block diagram employed to perform the aforementioned algorithms. This receiver process assumes an OFDM signal with an IF at the reception. In Fig. 3, the cyan blocks correspond to the common blocks for both algorithms. The green and orange blocks refer to the particular processing for the RF-pilot assisted and the hybrid SPDF methods, respectively. First, in the IF domain, the IF signal is filtered by a band-pass filter (BPF), keeping the RF carrier and one of the OFDM sidebands. If RF-pilot is applied then the IF signal is split into a secondary branch, where the sole RF-tone is obtained by filtering the rest of the frequency components with a second BPF [45]. Then, the isolated RF-tone can be multiplied by the IF signal of the other branch, compensating the phase noise contained in this RF-tone. Next, an IF demodulation and down-sampling processes are performed to convert the IF signal into the baseband domain. The IF domain exposed in Fig. 3 can be done by hardware, reducing the requirements for the DACs. However, a specific narrowband BPF must be designed in the RF-pilot assisted case.

Now in the baseband domain of Fig. 3, a synchronization process is performed by employing the preamble of the transmitted signal. Then, a coarse frequency offset (CFO) compensation is used when applying the RF-pilot assisted method because this method only reduces the signal deterioration due to the phase noise [45]. On the other hand, the hybrid SPDF method can avoid the CFO compensation because this method compensates both phase noise and frequency offset (FO). Next, the cyclic prefix (CP) of the OFDM signal is removed. Finally, for the RF-pilot assisted method, the classical OFDM receiver is performed, namely fast Fourier transform (FFT), frequency-domain channel equalization, and final demodulation. The zero-forcing technique is the selected channel estimation method due to its simplicity. For the hybrid SPDF, an initial phase noise estimation is achieved using the ULS algorithm. However, a fine synchronization must be performed before...
this initial estimate because the ULS algorithm is highly sensitive to synchronization errors. This fine synchronization process is realized by calculating the time position of the first ray in the estimated impulse channel response. After the ULS process, the decision feedback loop is realized for the hybrid SPDF method. The procedure of this loop aims to estimate and compensate the residual phase noise that was not compensated in the ULS block. The strategy to compensate for the phase noise in the decision feedback loop consists of estimating the transmitted OFDM signal. With the estimate of the OFDM transmitted signal, the phase noise can be estimated later by performing an inverse process than that of the communication channel [44]. Hence, the phase noise estimate is improved by using an LPF whose spectrum shape is linked to the phase noise PSD [44]. The filtered phase noise estimate is then used to compensate the received OFDM signal. As a consequence, when performing another iteration in this loop, the number of errors after the demodulation block is lower than in the initial iteration and a better phase noise estimate can be obtained. Thereby, this decision feedback loop can be iterated to improve the final yields. Furthermore, better performance can be achieved if spectrum shape of the inner LPF of the loop is modified according to the number of iterations.

4. Experimental study of OPLL phase noise impact on OFDM mm-wave transmitted signal

In this section, we will first describe how the OPLL from Section 2 is implemented into an OFDM back-to-back experiment. Then, the obtained results are analyzed through the use of the phase noise compensation method described in Section 3 to study the intrinsic tolerance of OFDM to the OPLL phase noise.

4.1. Experimental setup

The experimental setup is described in Fig. 4 and is constituted as follows: one of the OPLL outputs is used to monitor the locking through the use of a PD, and the other output is fed through a Mach–Zehnder modulator to encode the OFDM data. The data are generated by the mean of an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) (Tektronix 25 GSa/s) and its spectral band is centered on 1 GHz IF frequency. A power amplifier (PA) is used to drive the modulator, which is biased at its setting point is fixed approximately at half the maximum power of the lasers. While the phase noise of the lasers is slightly lower in this case, most of the difference is due to thermal effects happening at high currents. These effects are located at frequencies close to the carrier and are perfectly corrected by the loop so that the OPLL phase noise is the same whether it is used at half or maximum optical power. Optical powers measured at the different stages of the setup are shown in Fig. 4.

The different phase noise configurations that will be investigated here correspond to BW of 400 kHz, 700 kHz and 1 MHz, with a maximum factor of 2.5 in their phase error variances. Modulation formats used in the experiment are 16-QAM and 64-QAM, for all 5G subcarrier spacings (15, 30, 60, 120 and 240 kHz) [38]. The main parameters of the different employed OFDM numerologies are shown in Table 3: subcarrier spacing (Δf), total number of subcarrier (N), and CP period (Tc). For all the OPLL configurations, the total BW is 245.76 MHz, the percentage of active subcarriers is 80.5 %, and one pilot subcarrier is inserted on every 12th active subcarrier.

4.2. Experimental results

For each of the tested configurations described above we performed a set of different measurements in order to have significant statistical evaluation. Figs. 5 and 6 show the experimental results for both receiver algorithms applied to the OPLL transmitted OFDM signal: Fig. 5 corresponds to the RF-pilot assisted method while Fig. 6 refers to our hybrid SPDF method.

The experimental results using the RF-pilot assisted method are presented in terms of EVM in percentage as a function of subcarrier spacing, for different bandwidths of the OPLL loop filter (see Fig. 5). Moreover, 16-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and 64-QAM constellations are also presented in Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively. From Fig. 5, it can be noticed that the EVM decreases as the subcarrier spacing value increases. This is explained by the fact that lower subcarrier spacing is more prone to interference [44]. It can also be noticed that there is a slight increment of the EVM for 240 kHz of subcarrier spacing. The reason of this EVM behavior is due to the large frequency

![Fig. 4. Description of the OFDM setup. The OPLL output is intensity modulated using an arbitrary waveform generator fed with the OFDM Tx signal. An oscilloscope is used to make the acquisition of the Rx down-converted signal.](image-url)
Fig. 5. Experimental results employing the RF-pilot assisted method of Section 3. The results are presented in terms of EVM as a function of the subcarrier spacing for different modulation orders (16-QAM and 64-QAM). These results are also compared concerning the bandwidth of the loop filter in the OPLL block.

The graphs of Fig. 6 are the experimental results obtained by employing the proposed hybrid SPDF method with 16-QAM modulation format. These results are presented in terms of EVM as a function of the number of iterations in the decision feedback loop for different BWs of the OPLL and for the different 5G numerologies. In Fig. 6, the iteration zero refers to the EVM in the output of the channel equalizer without any iteration in the decision feedback loop of Fig. 3. Examining Fig. 6, it can be noticed that the EVM decreases with the number of iterations of the decision feedback loop. Therefore, for 16-QAM the decision feedback adequately converges for all the different 5G numerologies and OPLL configurations. On the other hand, the 64-QAM has not been successfully treated with our hybrid SPDF algorithm. This is essentially due to the fact that 64-QAM is more sensitive to phase fluctuations than 16-QAM and the initial constellation, before the first iteration, is too noisy to allow the algorithm to converge. At this stage, the algorithm is still very dependent from the initial EVM to work properly and our OPLL phase noise is not low enough to consistently deal with 64-QAM.
depicted in Fig. 6, for subcarrier spacing values of 15kHz of 12.5% in 16-QAM, and better performance can be achieved using the decision feedback loop is three to accomplish the 5G requirements OPLL and OFDM configurations the number of required iterations of lots in the OFDM symbol [47]. Resulting from all these aspects, for each pilots used in the ULS block is 35% of the total number of subcarrier pis- is estimated with more accuracy. Furthermore, the number of training restrictiveness of the adaptive filter is obtained and, thus, phase noise within the feedback loop from 30 to 5 dB. In this way, reduced is set to be \(2\) the cut-off frequency of the adaptive LPF in the decision feedback loop experimental setup does not include fades in the amplitude. Moreover, better performance. This assumptions is because the channel of the feedback loop assumes a flat channel amplitude in order to achieve phase noise compensation method are clearly illustrated.

It is necessary to highlight that the channel equalizer in the decision feedback loop assumes a flat channel amplitude in order to achieve better performance. This assumptions is because the channel of the experimental setup does not include fades in the amplitude. Moreover, the cut-off frequency of the adaptive LPF in the decision feedback loop is set to be 2.5 MHz because the shape of this filter is adequately fitted respecting the OPLL phase noise of Fig. 2. Therefore, the attenuation of this adaptive filter decreases proportionally to the iteration number within the feedback loop from 30 to 5 dB. In this way, reduced restrictiveness of the adaptive filter is obtained and, thus, phase noise is estimated with more accuracy. Furthermore, the number of training pilots used in the ULS block is 35% of the total number of subcarrier pi- lots in the OFDM symbol [47]. Resulting from all these aspects, for each OPLL and OFDM configurations the number of required iterations of the decision feedback loop is three to accomplish the 5G requirements of 12.5% in 16-QAM, and better performance can be achieved using more iterations. Moreover, distributions of the constellations points are depicted in Fig. 6, for subcarrier spacing values of 15 kHz and 240 kHz and for different number of iterations of the decision feedback loop. This illustrates clearly the effective gain allowed by the hybrid SPDF method after 5 iterations. However, the achieved EVM tends toward a lower limit of the order of 5%–6%, which can be seen as the intrinsic limitation of the OPLL in terms of phase noise. These few percents represent the data that is, in average, not recovered because the added phase error is too high. This can be improved either by a more efficient algorithm or by a lower OPLL phase noise.

Finally, by comparing the graphs of Figs. 5 and 6, it can be determined that for 16-QAM the EVM converge point of the hybrid SPDF method is roughly equal to the achieved EVM using the RF-pilot assisted method (between 4 and 7.5% in every case). Then for this modulation format both methods satisfy the specifications according to 5G numerologies. Yet, concerning 64-QAM, the RF-pilot assisted method is still better due to the intrinsic phase noise of our OPLL being too high. An improved OPLL could be more suited to further evaluate the SPDF algorithm performance. That being said, the lower complexity at the IF stage of the proposed SPDF method makes it more advantageous in terms of resources from a system point of view. Therefore, this novel hybrid SPDF method is a promising path to be applied in OFDM ARoF systems with relatively high intrinsic phase noise, as for instance OPLLs, and using 5G numerologies.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we demonstrate in this study that the implemented OPLL is suitable for 16-QAM OFDM 5G data transmission in the n258 range if it is associated with a proper phase noise compensation method. This is a significant improvement compared to our previous experiment [8] where the phase noise was the limiting factor. The proposed OPLL setup allies high available optical power, high stabil- ity, standard commercial components and wide operating range as a counterpart of its medium phase noise. To exploit these advantages it is necessary to use a phase noise compensation method at the receiver side in order to mitigate its impact. Both methods used in this study, RF-pilot assisted and SPDF methods, are shown to be efficient enough to compensate the phase noise of the OPLL to meet the 5G requirements in the target frequency band. This has been shown experimentally for 16-QAM for both methods and for 64-QAM modulation format with RF- pilot assisted method. From a hardware point of view, a way to improve the OPLL would be either to use lower phase noise lasers, or to increase the BW of the loop, which is not easy given the fact we use DFB lasers. With a lower loop phase error variance then 64-QAM may eventually converge with the current hybrid SPDF algorithm but this has still to be investigated. As well the algorithm itself can still be improved, especially to make it compatible with real-time processing in order to ensure that enough iterations can be reached within a reasonable time compared to the rest of the processing. While ARoF has become one of the major solutions for the new mm-wave 5G frontier, the possibility to use relatively high phase noise but flexible implementation such as OPLLs is a very promising path toward future exploitation of mm-wave carriers for mobile communications.
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